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Abstract
In this paper, we report the result of an evaluation of the use of business objects and business components for developing business
application software. This evaluation was a replicated product case study in which a part of an existing product was re-implemented
using an UML-based development process. In order to assess the impact of re-use, a second related product was implemented using
the new technology. We found that producing software from scratch using UML was less productive during the development
lifecycle, but productivity improved when substantial reuse (48%) was achieved. Time to market was not much aected by the new
technology but was greatly improved when substantial reuse was achieved. Defect rates appeared substantially lower for the new
technology irrespective of reuse levels. The technology also had other benefits including provision of documentation and less reliance
on individual members of sta.
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1. Introduction
The case study described in this paper arose from a
European Commission project funded as part of the
ESSI programme. The ESSI programme is intended to
investigate and report on the introduction of new tech-
nologies. SUNSOFT was the prime contractor for this
project. It is a small Greek software house specialising in
developing business applications. It also develops soft-
ware solutions for specialised problems such as support
of Wide Area Networks Subscriptions, Ship Loading
Optimisation and Control etc. Most applications are
build for database systems and have a graphical user
interface.
SUNSOFT produces packaged software and custom
software for small to medium sized enterprises. How-
ever, SUNSOFTÕs marketing division had found that
many companies purchased packages because the cost of
custom software was prohibitive, but they would prefer
custom software if it could be provided cheaply, quickly
and reliably. Using its current technology, SUNSOFT is
not able to address this market. In the past, SUNSOFT
had experienced problems with the quality of its prod-
ucts resulting in extensive maintenance costs. In addi-
tion, the development of new products was relatively
slow making it dicult for SUNSOFT to respond
quickly to changing GUI and database server technol-
ogies.
SUNSOFT had previously investigated the adoption
of a more rigorous structured technology (Palaskas et al.,
1995) i.e., SSAD. Although SSADM improved quality,
developers had diculty adapting the SSADM ap-
proach to the development of highly parameterised
package software where there is no defined user. In
addition, SSADM imposes very strict rules for the
transformations from analysis to design and then to
code that present a significant overhead when extending
existing functions and reduce the opportunity for re-use.
The continuing problems with their existing develop-
ments, the limitations of SSADM, and the potential
market opportunities led SUNSOFT to investigate an
object-oriented approach to software development with
the goals of:
• Increasing cross-project reusability, thus enabling the
company to be more productive and more eective in
addressing new vertical markets, without sacrificing
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product quality and reliability. SUNSOFT expect
such an improvement to result in reducing the main-
tenance costs of the new products but this could not
be assessed by the current case study.
• Achieving the production of modular software, thus
increasing the ability to incorporate new technologies
in user interface and database management systems,
allowing SUNSOFT applications to remain at the
leading edge of technology.
• Improving testing procedures by introducing test
plans for the whole product and automating the test
phase, thus increasing software reliability and robust-
ness of software applications and reducing mainte-
nance costs.
The technical division of SUNSOFT concluded that
the Business Object approach seemed to be the most
eective way to address the problem. The idea is that in
the business domain most requirements are similar
among companies in the same industry segment. This
means it is possible to build a repository of ‘‘business
objects’’ that will be enriched with the experience gained
on each project and that will provide future projects
with all the common parts they may need. The more
common requirements there are, and the more reusable
objects based on those requirements there are, the more
they address the problem of lowering the initial cost of
future projects, without sacrificing product quality and
robustness. Furthermore, using object methods (with
the UML notation) and with the proper design, it is
possible to ensure a clean separation between the user
interface, the business rules and the data storage. This
addresses the problem of lowering the cost of upgrading
or completely replacing the user interface and data
storage areas.
This paper reports the results of an empirical study
that investigated the impact of using a development
methodology incorporating UML and automated test-
ing. The study was organised as a replicated product
case study (Kitchenham et al., 1995). A product devel-
oped using the existing ad-hoc development methodol-
ogy was selected as a baseline product. Then, two
applications were developed using the new technology.
The first application re-implemented a part of the
baseline application. This was intended to assess the
eect of the new technology irrespective of re-use. Then
a second application was built to an extended set of
requirements in order to simulate the impact of building
custom products. The second application was intended
to assess the impact of re-use on product development.
In addition, development of a second application
allowed:
• Assessment of the learning curve associated with the
new technology.
• Confirmation that any benefits of the technology
were not dependent on a particular application, spe-
cific member of sta or development decisions.
Section 2 presents a brief discussion of the develop-
ment process adopted in this investigation. Section 3
described the case study process, results and limitations.
We discuss the results of the case study in Section 4.
2. SUNSOFTs approach to business components
2.1. Business object and components
A business object is what would be called a ‘‘class’’
in an object-oriented system. A business component is
a set of classes (including business classes and system
classes) that support a defined business area. Thus, a
business component might be ‘‘Invoicing’’ and two of
the business objects incorporated into the component
might be ‘‘Customer’’ and ‘‘Invoice controller’’. Re-
use may occur both at the business component level
and at the business object level. A specific software
application is defined in terms of its business com-
ponents that are developed from Use Cases that de-
fine a particular task that the application must
support.
The characteristics of business components are:
• Each component has a clearly defined business area
that it addresses (e.g., Supply Purchasing, Stock con-
trol, or Invoicing).
• Each component has clearly defined and stable inter-
faces (i.e., the standard object interface).
• Each component ‘‘registers’’ itself to certain system
wide components that provide common functionality
such as consolidation or budgeting. (System wide
components can be regarded as special types of busi-
ness component.)
• A list of business tasks (Use Cases) that each compo-
nent supports is maintained.
• A list of potential future uses of the component
is maintained. This is documented in terms of
other possible Use Cases that the component could
support.
SUNSOFT use the term ‘‘component’’ to cover
both code and all its associated documentation in-
cluding low level analysis documentation, test plans,
design documentation, data storage requirements, a
prototype of the user interface, test scripts, user doc-
umentation, and programmer documentation. Business
components do not include requirements analysis
documents. Analysis is too client- or user-specific to
be included in reusable business components. An
analysis repository is kept instead, which can be re-
used in the sense that the customer or analyst can
introduce, as required, changes needed for a new ap-
plication. SUNSOFT intend that the analysis reposi-
tory will give analysts a ‘‘head-start’’ when they start
new projects.
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2.2. Choosing an OO technology
Before the experiment commenced, the technical de-
partment with the help of external consultants decided
that SUNSOFT would use UML as the Object Oriented
notation for the experiment (UML, 1997). This decision
was taken on the grounds that UML has evolved from
experiences of using other OO methodologies. There
were concerns that UML is still relatively immature and
that it is still evolving, but the freedom that it provides
for customisation in the specific environment and the
fact that it is supported by most of the object manage-
ment group (OMG) members, lead to its selection.
SUNSOFT sta received extensive training and con-
sulting in Analysis and Design both in UML and in
object oriented approaches in general, as well as in
component architecture, distributed objects, interface
design concepts etc. The consultants were experienced in
the use both of UML and of distributed object appli-
cations. In a relatively short time, they helped the de-
velopment team to develop both an understanding of
the techniques and confidence in their ability to use the
techniques eectively.
2.3. Technology used for the new applications
2.3.1. Application 1
Building the first business components required con-
siderable eort because the guidelines for component
construction and documentation were revised several
times. Furthermore, SUNSOFT had to make many
critical decisions concerning the specific technology and
tools to adopt. It was a strategic requirement to include
distributed object technology in the implementation and
we had to decide whether to use CORBA or COM/
DCOM and to select an appropriate Object Request
Broker. The first application was developed using
DCOM with Business Objects implemented in Visual
C++ under MS Transaction Server, with clients built
initially in Visual Basic.
These decisions were also influenced by SUNSOFTÕs
need to address the problems of cross project reusability
and the flexibility needed to use various user interfaces
and database systems. SUNSOFT decided on a three-
tier application architecture with a GUI layer, a business
component layer and a database server layer.
2.3.2. Application 2
The last part of the case study was the development
of the second application, using the previously built
business components. During the analysis and design
phase, any new components we identified were added to
the component repository for future use. The database
management system used for the second application was
dierent from the one used for the first. SUNSOFT
GUPTAÕs SQL Base for the second application. This
was to confirm that the intended design flexibility was
achieved. However, it presented certain implementation
problems, as SQL Base does not fully exploit the capa-
bilities of Transaction Server, but this choice proved
that it is possible to use another database system, with
the same components, without redeveloping the whole
application, or having to maintain separate versions
of it.
2.4. The test process
Test automation issues were addressed in various
levels, in all stages of development. During the very first
stages of the analysis phase, when Use Cases are created,
corresponding Test Cases are build at the same level of
detail. The more detailed the analysis gets, the more
detailed become the Test Cases, which are collected
from samples that the analyst gathers during investiga-
tion. These test cases evolve along with the analysis, into
the design phase, where corresponding tests are created
for the user interface, the business components and the
database server.
The TestSuite of Mercury Interactive 1 was used for
automating the test procedures. The test cases built
during the analysis phase are entered as test plans in the
TestDirector. The bulk of the user interface tests are
built as test scripts in WinRunner. Component tests are
run as well, using simple clients that issue interface re-
quests to the components and are executed by Win-
Runner.
3. Case study results
3.1. Preliminary actions
3.1.1. Review of past requirements
The initial case study plan was to select a recently
completed project as a baseline project, analyse the re-
quirements of a customer using the delivered product,
and derive our first cut business objects from that
analysis. However, we decided that instead of examining
a specific customer, it would be more eective, if we
reviewed the products that SUNSOFT built in the last 4
years, and used that as the basis for defining reusable
components and objects.
We found that on average 40% of requirements in any
project were the same as requirements in other projects
and for some projects the level of rose to 60%. However,
although the requirements were the same no code reuse
1 Mercury Interactive Corporation, 470 Potrero Avenue, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086. WinRunner is a registered trademark and LoadRunner,
RapidTest, TestDirector, TestSuite, SQLInspector and VisualTesting
are trademarks of Mercury Interactive Corporation.
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has taken place and each product was maintained
separately.
3.1.2. Selection of the baseline project
The baseline project selected for this case study was a
project that was developing a software package. This
project was chosen because:
• The product was a major SUNSOFT package cover-
ing basic functionality needed for most business ap-
plications. Thus re-implementation of part of the
product in re-usable components would provide busi-
ness components and objects with a high probability
of subsequent re-use.
• This project was the third re-implementation of this
package and each time it had been re-implemented
from scratch. Thus, information about the quality
of the current methods was available.
• The project was expected to complete within the time
frame of the case study. Thus, there was no danger
that any comparison between the new technology
and the existing technology was based on outmoded
practices.
3.2. Case study applications summary
Table 1 shows a summary of the applications used in
this case study. It is important to note that the Supply
Purchasing business area provides only a part of the
functionality supplied by the baseline package, so some
adjustments must be made before any productivity or
time to market comparisons can be made.
3.3. Productivity implications
Manolis Tsagias provided an expert opinion estimate
of the relative size of Supply Purchasing as a part of the
baseline package. He assessed Supply Purchasing to
represent 20% of the size of the package. On a simple
proportional basis, therefore, the development of Sup-
ply Purchasing alone would have taken approximately
134 days to complete compared with the 323 days it
took to develop Application 1 which was a re-imple-
mentation of the Supply Purchasing functionality.
However, this is not a fair comparison because the eort
attributed to Application 1 includes not only develop-
ment documentation which was not provided by the
baseline project, but also includes start-up eects arising
from:
• Defining how to document components and objects
for the first time.
• Becoming familiar with using the OO methodology
and the new testing process.
In order to make a fairer comparison, it is necessary to
assess the productivity of Application 2. Since Appli-
cation 2 supports dierent Supply Purchasing require-
ments, it is necessary to convert development eort into
a productivity measure based on a measure of applica-
tion size.
SUNSOFT were interested in a measure of size that
would be available early in the lifecycle and arose nat-
urally as part of the development process. For these
reasons we chose a count of the number of Use Cases
supported by each business component in an application
as a simple measure of product size. The Use Cases were
not weighted in any way since UML aims to produce
Use Cases of similar size. (The Use Cases in each ap-
plication are listed in Appendix 1.)
Table 2 shows the Use Case details for Applications 1
and 2. Thus, in terms of productivity, Application 1
took approximately 323=18  17:9 days per Use Case.
For Application 2, 13 Use Cases were reused (one of
which was reused with amendments), 14 Use Cases were
Table 1
Experimental applications and baseline product details
Application details Baseline product Application 1 Application 2
Application type Commercial package Commercial package Private sector, custom
software
Business area Several areas including supply
purchasing
Supply purchasing Supply purchasing
Team size 1 9 9
Start date 1/10/96 21/11/97 22/4/98
Planned end date 1/9/97 21/5/98 22/7/98




Overtime (days) 182 13 3.625
Technology OMNIS 7.3 and Forms
Manual testing
Visual C++ Business Objects MS
Transaction Server Visual Basic
Clients Mercury Interactive Test
Suite and Win Runner
Visual C++ Business Objects
GUPTAÕs SQL Base Visual
Basic Clients Mercury
Interactive Test Suite and Win
Runner
Full documentation available No Yes Yes
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implemented from scratch. This leads to two dierent
productivity values. If we assume that reusing the code
from Use Cases involves zero eort (an optimistic as-
sumption), the productivity achieved when developing
code from scratch is approximately 172:5=14  12:3
days per Use Case. However, including re-use, the
productivity achieved by developing Application 2 with
48% re-use is 6.4 days per Use Case. Since the baseline
project is exactly the same in terms of functionality as
Application 1, its productivity can be also be expressed
in terms of Use Cases as 134=18  7:4 h per Use Case.
Thus, although the first use of the new technology
decreased productivity by 17:9ÿ 7:4=7:4  142%, the
second application showed a much lower reduction in
productivity 12:3ÿ 7:4=7:4  66%. Furthermore, with
reuse at 48%, the eect is to increase productivity by
7:4ÿ 6:4=7:4  13:5%.
It must be noted that this productivity assessment
relates to the productivity achieved over the development
stage of the product lifecycle (see Table 3). The full
lifecycle of a product includes the cost of maintenance
and support. It must be noted that the analysis phase
and the design phase include test case specification and
design. For both applications the general requirements
were well-understood by the developers.
Analysis eort involved turning their implicit under-
standing into defined Use Cases. The testing phase in-
cluded only the activities involved in running the testing
tool using the defined test scripts. Phase breakdown
information is not available for the baseline product,
however, it is reasonable to assume that little analysis
eort was required since it was the third re-implemen-
tation of the package by the same developer.
There is no post-release data for Applications 1 and 2
but the baseline product has required 4 maintainers full
time since its release to customers. In addition, the ap-
plication it replaced required four people full time to
support it over its 2 yr life. Thus, if the new technology
results in products with lower defects that are easier to
support, lower support and maintenance costs would
compensate for any increase in development costs.
Furthermore, there should be additional maintenance
savings because instead of supporting dierent products
as independent entities, maintainers will support busi-















Analysis (including test script development) 147.4 (7.75) 45.6 74.87 (0.9) 43.4
Design (including test script development) 80.75 (2.25) 25.0 41.5 (1.6) 24.1
Coding (including debugging) 69.75 (1.75) 21.6 46.13 (1.1) 26.7
Testing 25.1 (0.25) 7.8 10 (0) 5.8
Grand Total 323 (13) 172.5 (3.6)
Table 2
Use case details
Application 1 Application 2
Number of use cases supported 18 27
Number of use cases reused from repository 0 13
Number of use cases implemented from scratch 18 14
Percentage reuse of use cases 0 48%
Table 4
Defect counts for the baseline product and experiment applications
Defects type Baseline product
(supply purchasing only)
Application 1 Application 2 Application 2 new
functions only
Analysis 76 0 0 0
Design 0 4 3 3
Code 141 21 21 16
Test scripts 0 0 7 0
Debugging 3 5 5 5
Other 11 0 0 0
Total 231 30 36 24
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3.4. Defect counts
Table 4 shows the defect counts for the baseline
product and the two case study applications. In this case
the defects for the baseline package apply only to the
Supply Purchasing functionality. We do not have post
release defect rates from the two new applications so by
comparing system test defect rates, we are making the
assumption that a high quality product exhibits fewer
system test defects than low quality product. This as-
sumption is only valid if the testing process itself is
rigorous and complete.
The old test process used for the baseline product was
ad-hoc testing by the in-house testing and maintenance
group followed by customer beta-testing after product
release. The new defect detection process was very dif-
ferent. The test developer runs a set of test cases using
predefined information sets which are recorded in the
test tool along with the results they produce. If an error
is discovered in the application (i.e., the test results do
not agree with the predicted results) the defect is re-
ported and fixed and the test is re-run. Test cases are
maintained so that they can be used to test new releases
of the component, or use of the component in a new
application. In the latter case defects may arise due to
the test script not being correctly updated.
The dierent process makes it dicult to compare
total defect count for the baseline product and Appli-
cation 1. There are two main problems:
1. The automated testing used on Application 1 cannot
detect Analysis defects.
2. The defects recorded for the baseline product include
beta test defects as well as system test defects.
Thus, to provide more comparable defect counts, the
Analysis defect counts was removed from the baseline
product defect count to give a value of 155 defects. In
addition, the 12 defects in Application 1 found during
testing Application 2, which are equivalent to beta test
defects, were added to the defect count for Application 1
to give a value of 42 defects. Thus, an initial assessment
of defect counts suggests that the use of the new tech-
nology improved quality by 155ÿ 42=155  73%.
In addition, it seems that reuse itself improves qual-
ity. The defect rate for Application 1 is 42=18  2:3
defects per Use Case, whereas the defect rate for Ap-
plication 2 is 36=27  1:3 defects per Use Case. Thus the
reuse of code that has been previously tested in another
application can improve quality. In this case, 48% reuse
equated to 2:3ÿ 1:3=2:3  43% improvement in
quality.
3.5. Time to market
It is dicult to compare time to market for dierent
products particularly if they are produced by teams of
dierent sizes. Therefore we use a simple delivery rate
measure to give some indication of how quickly dierent
applications are developed. This measure is based on the
number of Use Cases divided by the elapsed time in
months. For the baseline product, we assume that the
size of 20% of the package equates to 18 Use Cases, the
total product would be approximately 90 Use Cases.
Since it took 22 months to deliver, its delivery rate is
approximately, 4.1 Use Cases per month.
Application 1 took 6 months to produce, so its de-
livery rate was 3 Use Cases per month. Application 2
took 3 months to develop, thus for the Use Cases sup-
ported from scratch its delivery rate was approximately
4.7 Use Cases per month, but the application as a whole
achieved a delivery rate of 9 Use Cases per month.
3.6. Other benefits
It is important to recognise that not all benefits can be
converted into numbers. In this case study, SUNSOFT
recognised a number of benefits of the new technology
that reduced risk rather than improved quality or pro-
ductivity. In particular:
• Although the experimental applications were small,
they were capable of being developed by a large team.
This reduces the risk of depending on the availability
of specific members of sta.
• The analyst for Application 2 was less experienced
than the analysts used for Application 1. Thus, it ap-
pears that the technique allows less experienced ana-
lysts to benefit from previous work of more
experienced members of sta.
• Both applications provided full documentation
whereas the baseline package did not. Proper docu-
mentation is expected to improve the maintainability
of products.
3.7. Study limitations
This investigation is a case study not a formal ex-
periment, so there is a strong probability that its results
are dependent on the specific nature of SUNSOFTÕs
current development process and its organisational
culture. A case study can only be judged as useful or not
in terms of the extent to which it allows a companyÕs
managers to make better informed decisions. Thus, al-
though it may provide useful insights for practitioners, it
cannot provide answers to generic research questions.
In addition, we have made a number of assumptions
and approximations that could impact the validity of the
study:
• The case study made two simultaneous changes to
SUNSOFTÕs development process (adoption of ob-
ject orientation and adoption of a new test regime),
thus any observable changes to quality or produc-
tivity cannot be uniquely attributed to either tech-
nology.
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• Using a count of Use Cases supported per business
component as a measure of size is not validated.
Use Case counts appear a plausible early measure
of functionality for UML-based developments since
Use Cases represent the tasks that the software must
support. However, we have not confirmed that dier-
ent Use Cases are equivalent in size.
• The assessment of Sales Purchasing as 20% of the size
of the baseline product is an expert opinion assess-
ment not a verified measure.
• The baseline product is much larger than the two test
application which increases the dicult of making
valid quality and productivity comparisons.
• The defect counts for the baseline package include
beta test defects whereas the defect counts for Ap-
plications 1 and 2 are based on automated system
testing. Furthermore defects found during testing
are a surrogate measure of quality. Defects found
by customers are a much better indication of prod-
uct quality, but such data was not available because
the case study applications were not delivered to
customers.
• The team sizes of the baseline product and the new
applications was very dierent. Although SUNSOFT
wanted to be sure that the new technology supported
many people working on the same application, this
reduces the comparability between the baseline prod-
uct and the new applications.
• Delivery rate is a rather coarse approximation to time
to market. It is also aected by team size.
4. Summary and discussion
The results suggest that the new technology improve
quality by reducing defects rates. When developing code
from scratch, it is less productive over the development
cycle and does not radically aect time to market.
However, when reasonable levels of re-use are achieved,
48% in this case, time to market can be substantially
improved and development cycle productivity improves
slightly.
In spite of the case study limitations, SUNSOFT
considers the results to confirm the potential of the new
technology to address the development problems ini-
tially identified by the Technology division. Plans are
underway to introduce the changes necessary to adopt
the new technology, starting with the development and
support departments and gradually expanding into
marketing and sales. In addition, SUNSOFT recognise
that it is important to have an upgrade plan for current
products. In order to be able to incorporate its current
products, the company plans to gradually redevelop
them if necessary, or to create object wrappers wherever
possible, so that the whole product line will be consis-
tent.
SUNSOFTÕs experience suggests that successful
adoption of a new technology involves far more than
simply buying a tool and receiving some training. If a
new technology involves a major change to current
working practices, any adopters will need to invest time
and eort into reorganising their entire development
process. They will need to create a coherent develop-
ment process infrastructure of new tools, procedures
and working practices, if the new technology is to be
used eectively. Such a development infrastructure will
also necessitate a major sta re-training exercise. All
these activities consume time and eort and, therefore,
need to be properly budgeted.
Thus, any software company undertaking a major
change to its development processes must be prepared to
accept a major, but hopefully short-term, financial risk.
In the short-term, some senior sta will have to be di-
verted from revenue producing activities to research and
development. There will need to be investment in tools
and preliminary training, followed by the more wide-
spread training activities when the new technology starts
to be rolled out to production sta. For small and me-
dium-sized companies, this can present a severe threat to
their revenue streams. Thus, initiatives such as the ESSI
program that reduce some of the financial risks are ex-
tremely helpful to smaller companies.
At SUNSOFT, it was extremely important to identify
benefits in business as well as technical terms. We believe
that a clear understanding of commercial benefits makes
it easier for senior management to take a relatively long-
term perspective on return on investment in new tech-
nology. This is particularly important since commercial
benefits of new technology may only become apparent
in a 2–3 yr time frame rather than 6–12 month time
frame common in many European companies.
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Appendix A. Use Cases
The Use Cases support four business components:
Stock Control, Purchases, Assets, and Ledger. The
same Use Cases may appear in several dierent com-
ponents.
Supply Purchasing – Application 1
1 Produce candidate order based on current
stock
2 Produce final order based on candidate order
3 Submit order to supplier
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Sales Purchasing – Application 2
Use Cases in italics were re-used from Application 1.
The Use Case in bold italics was reused with changes
from Application 1.
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4 Receive goods in companyÔs warehouse
5 Process packing list
6 Process back order list
7 Return goods to supplier
8 Process supplier invoice
9 Verify invoice data
10 Pay supplier in cash
11 Issue payment ticket
12 Issue payment check for supplier
13 Pay supplier through money order
14 File new supplier information
15 Amend supplier information
16 Process discount credit invoice
17 Process supplier credit invoice
18 Issue cumulative purchase report (VAT)
1 Produce candidate order based on current stock
2 Check budget balance of ledger account
3 Produce final order based on candidate order
4 Form supply announcement
5 Evaluate supplier oers
6 Form contract with suppliers
7 Submit order to supplier
8 Receive goods in organisations warehouse
9 Process packing list
10 Process back order list
11 Return goods to supplier
12 Process supplier invoice
13 Receive pre-invoice from supplier for the
goods to be received
14 Verify invoice data
15 Issue prepayment voucher
16 Issue payment voucher
17 Check and approval of payment voucher by
chairman
18 Check and approval of payment voucher by
inspecting council
19 Issue tax deduction report for Internal Reve-
nue Service
20 Update voucher payment status
21 Issue payment check for supplier
22 Deliver paycheck to payment payee of
voucher
23 Pay o voucher of payment payee in case
24 Issue payment ticket and voucher for invoice
payment
25 Update ledger accounts budget results
26 File new supplier information
27 Amend supplier information
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